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cians believe. the quality of a scar is not deter· 
mined so much by the Suture technique employed 
as by the way the wound was inilicted or the 
incision was made. At the time the laceration is 
incurred or the incision made, a number of factors 
influence the aesthetic quali ty of the scar that will 
result. Among these are, in order of importance. (I) 
the region where the wound is sit uated, (2) the 
course or direct ion it follows in relation to the 
relaxed skin tension lines (RSTL). and (3) its 
length . It is well known that the region of the body 
where t.he wound lies is the most important factor. 
T wo regions where the format ion of bad scars is 
notorious-regardless of other fact.ors-are the 
sternal region and the shoulder re~ion . 
Skin tension was fi rst nOLed by Dupuytren in 
1834 . When confronted with the corpse of a man 
who had stabbed himself with an awl. Dupuytren 
observed thaI the wounds were elliptical instead of 
round. Malgaigne. in 1838. showed thaI the long 
axis of these elliptical wounds lay along a pallern 
of lines . In 1861. Langers studied this linear 
pattern exhaustively, a pattern now often referred 
to as Langers' lines. Kocher was the first to 
recognize t he surgical importance of these lines . He 
adVIsed that su rgical incision~ be made to follow 
Lang-ers' lines in order to obtain the best postoper· 
ative sca rring. Since Lang-ers' lines represent the 
lines of skin tenSIOn in rigor mortis. as well as in a 
living perso n in a su pine position with the extremi-
ties in extension. they may be important onl y from 
an historical point of \'iew. Borges' relaxed s kin 
tension lines (RSTL ) correspond to the directional 
pull that exists in relaxed skin in life. They are 
simil ar to wrinkle lines in most. but not all. 
instances. If the long axis of an incision or excision 
follows the RSTL, the resultant tension on the scar 
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will be minimal and the resultant scar will be 
optimized. The RSTL can be found by relaxing the 
skin of a region by muscle pull , by joint mobiliza · 
tion, or by passive manipulat.ion with t,he physi. 
cian's thumb and index finger . 
Borges discusses the variQus indications and 
methods of revising a scar. The factors discussed 
include the optimal time of revision , the best 
procedure to use for the revision (fusiform excision , 
Z-plasty, W-plasty . dermabrasion. derm.planing) , 
revision problems peculiar to the scar design, and 
revision problems peculiar to the region of the 
body. There is an excellent discussion of the 
X -plasty, as well as an excellent description of the 
W.plasty, a technique that Borges was instrumen · 
tal in developing and popularizing. Also included 
is an excellent chapter on surgical technique. 
1 highly recommend this book to any physician 
who makes incisions in the human body especially 
in the facial area. The book pro\·ides a realistic 
perspective for assessment of the indications and 
the expected results of scar revisions. 
Joel M. ~oe. M.D _ 
Bost on. Massachusetts 
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